2001 olds alero fuel pump

The Oldsmobile Alero has an electric fuel pump so you should check its fuses and relays and
ensure you have fuel before performing the more difficult task of inspecting the fuel pump. If
your vehicle still has difficulty getting fuel you may need to clean or replace the fuel pump. The
Oldsmobile Alero's variety of styles and trim levels can affect the replacement fuel pump you
choose. Determine which fuel pump your Oldsmobile Alero will need. This depends not only on
the make and model, but also the engine size. An Oldsmobile Alero may have a 2. Prepare your
vehicle for fuel pump servicing. Disconnect the negative battery cable with a socket wrench,
relieve the fuel system pressure and drain the fuel tank. Free the fuel sender assembly by
removing the snap ring or cam lock ring with fuel sender lock nut tool J, depending on the
specific model. Remove the fuel sender assembly and fuel strainer. Disconnect the retainer
from the fuel pump and wiring harness. Release the three tabs on the fuel sender by starting
with the one opposite the fuel level sensor and proceeding clockwise. Lift the fuel cover
assembly to disconnect the electrical connection from the fuel pump. Remove the fuel pump
baffle by rotating it counter-clockwise. Remove the fuel pump outlet seal. Install the new fuel
pump using the items included in the kit and be sure to replace the fuel pump outlet seal. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1
Determine which fuel pump your Oldsmobile Alero will need. Step 2 Prepare your vehicle for
fuel pump servicing. Step 3 Free the fuel sender assembly by removing the snap ring or cam
lock ring with fuel sender lock nut tool J, depending on the specific model. Step 4 Release the
three tabs on the fuel sender by starting with the one opposite the fuel level sensor and
proceeding clockwise. Step 5 Install the new fuel pump using the items included in the kit and
be sure to replace the fuel pump outlet seal. Complete the installation by reversing the removal
procedure. I have a similiar problem cranks no start funny thing is I drove to work my running
lights would stay on and light knob was off is that a sign like error code bc no reads on
computer check and my question when you check fuel pressure and you push the pins in
remember car no start or dont run will gas still come out of the vaulve bc I pressed it in and
nothing came out I checked relay got a new switch and a new icp sensor got it to fire 2twice
with sensor off but when it ran by itself in park and if I hit break in and try to get out of park
engine cuts of and dies had bad snowstorm day after this happened. If fuel pumps hums in the
on position does this means the pump is ok or not. Car ran great Till it ran out of gas sitting in
the driveway. I put gas in it , just cranks. I can hear the pump hum shortly like it's suposed to
but I have 0 pressure at the rail. I replaced the fil I pulled up to a gas station filled up my car now
the fuel pump won't engage. I've changed fuel pump fuel pressure regulator. Car still won't start
without starting fluid. Can anyone tell me why this fuel pump is doing the same thing it was
doing before I changed it. It works when it wants to. I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
pump. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Oldsmobile Alero question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Oldsmobile Alero Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Used Cars For Sale. I was originally having issues with my pass lock
system. The car would run fine for awhile then act up. The last time it did this the pass lock
security light was not on. I decided to leave the key in the ignition to keep from having to deal
with what I thought was a security issue. When attempting to start the car I killed the battery
which was about to expire anyway. After the car sat for about 6 hours while I got a new battery
and installed it the car started right away with no security issues. After driving for about week to
and from work the car worked fine. Then I was off for about 5 days and the car was not driven. I
went out to start it and it would not start. I assumed the pass lock was to blame so I got a new
ignition and sensor installed today and it still won't start. I pulled the fuel relay and checked it
with a ohm meter with 12 volt supply it cycles the way it should. I can't hear the fuel pump start
when the key is turned on. I am suspecting a bad fuel pump due to the way it stopped running,
clogged fuel filter should have started with it running rough I assume? I did one ten minute
cycle with the pass lock system after installing the new ignition. Is it possible that the security
system is not reset keeping the fuel pump from running? Does the security system cut out the
pump, relay or the whole circuit? Do you. Try resetting security like in pic. Then scan for codes
and check fuelpressure at rail with a gauge Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Ok here is
what I found today. The security light comes on when you turn the key then clears like normal.
So I am assuming the pass lock system is operating normally. I listened to the fuel pump relay
while someone cycled the ignition and it is cycling as it should when the key is turned on. I did

not however hear anything at the fuel pump. From what I can tell on the wiring schematic the
fuel pump relay sends power to the fuel pump directly. If I looked at the schematics right the
pass lock system would disable the relay from even operating. Can you tell me if I am on the
right track with this? If I am then I have deduced that the fuel pump is the culprit keeping me
from starting the car. Well it may be the relay lthat isn't sending power so try that first with a like
relay if it starts you found the problem. Relays are a lot cheaper than fuel pumps. Ok I checked
the continuity across the terminals with a 12 volt power supply and when the switch activated
there is no resistance between the terminals that send power to the fuel pump as the check
procedure indicated. I am little confused by this, can the switch show good continuity and still
not send power? Thanks, Joe Was this answer. Yes if there is a broken wire leading to the
switch or relay or the wire is grounded. Check to seeif the gray wire leading to the pump is
getting power if it is then the pump is bad if not it's either grounded out on frame or not making
good contact in fuse box. Please login or register to post a reply. Daughter Ran Out Of Gas.
Wouldn't Start. Fuel Pump Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Breeze style by Ian
Bradley. Privacy Terms. Quick links. Search Advanced search. Ask our auto mechanics for help
to all your Oldsmobile car questions. I did a fix on the security system by splicing in a resistor
inbetween the yellow and black wire going to switch did the relearn and still had some issues
checked the switch and it had bad contacts cleaned them and it ran fine but went ahead and but
new switch in. Drove car bout miles with a few issues engine light came on abs light came
checked codes was rt speed sensor and some emission stuff. Was heading to work and it died
fuel pump not coming on. Swaped relay no change when I run 12v to pump wireing at fuse box
it comes on but relay seems to be not working should there be a ground at the location where
relay is? I have none. I noticed some corrosion and heard of problems with fuse box so replace
it still no change. I can drive and start car with no engine light on if I leave a jumper from one
terminal to other. With a known good relay in it wont work on its own the terminal I think is
ground for the relay I have 2. I have 2. Going to look more for bad wire and if can't find one will
try a pcm. If I pulled a pcm from another 01 alero with 3. I know the pcm is susposed to be
programed using my vin. Even if dont run correctly till I get it reprogramed relearn crank
position would be ok. That would need more checking into and tracing of the circuit. First off,
the BCM is locked after it's programmed and cannot be used in a different vehicle. I unpluged
the abs unit and it found ground , plug it in and short is back. Left it unhooked still no start but
fuel pump working tried to check codes and no responce from pcm. Pulled it out it was a reman
unit with date of 3 years ago and smelled burnt so opened it up, found melts with discoloration
in it. So I wasted my time installed a used pcm from a different car without reprograming to vin.
Did the 10 min key on 30 sec off and it fired right up with no engine light, test drove doing
relearn for crank sensor. Runs and drives out great trans shifts fine cruise works lock up torque
connverter works the abs light is on but hey its disconnected breaking is fine however abs not
fuctional. Don't know where you learned that wrong vin pcm would not work. Have you tried it
before? Somehow it does on mine so far but only driven 30 miles. Thanks for helping Ed. At
least it runs now. Have you ever heard of abs unit shorting things out? First one my tech has
seen do that also with the salvage bcm the raido was locked and air bag light on but car would
run reinstalled my original one and radio works again air bag light off. Wonder if I should try the
reflash thing or just drive it. Will keep you posted. Just so everybodys knows ground wire from
abs hooks into same ground splice that maney other things connect to it was causeing my
short and cause the fuel pump to not come on. Similar Topics. Contact us. I'm going to show
you two different methods to verify if the no start condition on your 3. One method involves
using just starting fluid and the other involves using a fuel pressure gauge. One method is a
very accurate way of diagnosing a lack of fuel condition causing a no start. The other method is
not that accurate. I've used both methods successfully and I'll describe them in a step-by-step
way in this tutorial. Be careful and take all necessary safety precautions. Use extreme care
when using starting fluid since it ignites as easily as gasoline. Accomplishing both tests
indicated in this article, without any unhappy consequences, is more than possible if you're
careful and use common sense. A bad fuel pump will make your 3. Here are some more specific
symptoms:. Although the above list is a not a very complete list of symptoms, the theme that
runs thru' them, and any other related symptom, is that the engine will crank and crank, but not
start. Owning a fuel pressure gauge is now becoming a must. All vehicles now use an electrical
fuel pump to deliver fuel under high pressure to the fuel injectors and the best way to diagnose
this fuel pump is with a fuel pressure gauge. As mentioned earlier in fuel pump test 2 , in all of
the GM 3. The price difference depends on what type of fuel pressure gauge set you buy, this
means either buying a non-professional technician grade tool or a professional technician
grade too. Whichever one you buy, it's an investment that will pay for itself many times over.
Testing the fuel pressure with a fuel pressure gauge can be very easily done on your 3. This is

due to the fact that GM has included a Schrader valve on the fuel rail to which you and I can
attach a fuel pressure gauge to. Using a fuel pressure gauge to make sure that enough fuel is
reaching the fuel injectors is the most accurate way to diagnose the fuel pump in your car or
mini-van. If you don't own a fuel pressure gauge, you can rent one from your local auto parts
store AutoZone, O'Reilly Auto Parts. Connect the fuel pressure gauge to the Schrader valve on
the fuel rail. With a shop towel, mop up any fuel that was released during the process of
connecting the fuel pressure test gauge. When ready, ask your helper to crank the engine a few
seconds while you check for fuel leaks at the Schrader valve. If a fuel leak is present, resolve it
before continuing to the next step. Ask your helper to crank the engine while you observe the
fuel pressure tester's gauge. Your fuel pressure gauge will register one of the two following
results: 1. The fuel pressure gauge will register 35 PSI. The fuel pressure gauge will register 0
PSI. Now, I usually take one more precaution, before condemning the fuel pump as bad and this
is to check that the fuel pump is getting 12 Volts as the engine is cranking. This is just to make
sure that the fuel pump relay and fuse are OK and doing their job. What you'll have to do to
accomplish this is to attach a multimeter in Volts DC mode to the wire that supplies this voltage
to the fuel pump and while a helper cranks the engine, verify that the fuel pump is getting this
power. This fuel pressure gauge result let's you know that the fuel pump is working and
delivering enough fuel to the fuel injectors. The reason your 3. The fuel pump is OK. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this
tutorial:. All Articles: 3. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be
banned from the site! For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Oldsmobile Alero Fuel Pump. Select your
vehicle year. Refine
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by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit
Included. Product Fit. Shop Oldsmobile Alero Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:.
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number:
AC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Jun 05, I think this is
a great price all other places were Redonna Kassheimer. Purchased on Jun 04, May 25, As
advertised. Perfect fit, works great! Jimmy C. Purchased on Mar 08, May 13, Purchased on Apr
28, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how many
issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in this
series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless fuel
systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

